Training/Educating Caregivers – Family, Professionals, and Others


**Therapeutic Interventions (TI)**

TI: General


TL: Discourse


**TI: Validation Therapy**


**TI: Music Therapy**


**TI: Repetition Problems**

TI: Memory Wallets

TI: Meals and Conversations

TI: Hearing

TI: Bilingualism


**TI: Reminiscence**


**TI: Agitation**


**TI: Animal Assisted Therapy**


**TI: Simulated Presence**


**TI: Cognitive Interventions**


**Elderspeak**


**Diagnostics and Testing**


Communication (C)

C: General


C: Discourse


C: Discourse and Dementia


C: Caregivers’ Perspectives


**Memory, Cognitive and Behaviour**


Sabat, S.R. & Gladstone, C.M. (2010). What intact social cognition and social behavior reveal
about cognition in the moderate stage of Alzheimer's disease. *Dementia, 9*(1), 61-78.


**Personhood**


**Nonverbal Communication**


Alzheimer’s Care and Related Disorders & Research, January/February, 25-30.
Evaluations and Assessments
Evaluations and Assessments – Discourse
Management of Behaviour Problems


Comprehension


Meals and Conversation


Exercise and Communication


Caregiver Stress and Burden


